xc	INTRODUCTION
the head-quarters of this emperor. The earliest known coin is a copper dam in the Indian Museum of a distinctive type — J. If. Cat., No. 433. I have seen a duplicate on which the date in words is 979, There is a dam in this Collection, dated 982S of the normal copper type, Fathpur being called Dafrv&-8-salta/nat. Square rupees issued from 985 to 989, but the first gold coins, struck in 9863 were round* The latter were succeeded by square mohars in the same year. On the coins of Akbar, Fathpur is almost always accompanied by the epithet Daru-s-saltanat, £ abode of the sultanate \ A noteworthy coin of Akbar is the square quarter-rupee in the Bodleian Collection., which bears the following inscriptions :
Obverse	R&uerae
1AV
This coin is uniform with the similar pieces struck in the same year at Ahmadabad and Lahor, for which see the respective Notes.
In his paper 'Notes on the Zodiacal Eupees and Mohars of Jehanghir" Shah \ J", R. A. 8. (Bombay Branch), 1878, Mr. James Gibbs mentioned a zodiacal tnohaiv and a zodiacal rupee of Jahanglr struck at Fathpur. Both were dated A. h. 1030, and bore the sign Aries, They were in the Cabinet of Colonel Guthrie3 so are presumably now in the Berlin Museum.
Mr. C. J. Rodgers published a zodiacal rupee of Jahanglr, struck at Fathpur mint, in e Couplets or Baits on the Coins of Shah Nura-d-din Jahanglr ', J", A. S. B.9 1888. The sign was Capricornus, and the dates 1028, 14 R. The couplet was :
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The only known coin of Fathpur of any other reign, is the rupee of Shah Jahan in this Collection, which is still unique,
Attention is drawn to the tiny gold Fathpur coin, weighing 5*5 grains, published and illustrated in Mr, C. J, Kodgers* paper, * Bare Mughal Coins ', /. A. 8. J5., 1896.

